DEVELOPMENTAL CHART FOR 0-5 YEARS

Age

Gross Motor

0-3s un Legs unable to
Ms.
stand
body weight.
ble to

Fine Motor

LanguageExpressive

Will hold rattle
for a few
seconds

LanguageReceptive
Infant pays close
attention to language
and sounds.
*Stops crying at
sound of rattle
Babbles
spontaneously to
words

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

Sensory

Self help

Cries
deliberately
Watches and
Observes
hands

Begins to
suck finger.

Sucks to
sooth

Discovers
arms and
legs as
extension of
self.
Listens
attentively to
sounds and
voices.

Responds
positively
to touch.

Distinguish
es tastes
between
sweet, sour,
bitter and
salty.
Responds
with facial
expression
to strong
odors.
Hand play.
Loves to
look at
hands,
presses
palms
together
and clasps
hands.
Can see all
colors.
* Infant can
see within
13 inches
clearly.

0-3
Ms.

Head falls back
when
unsupported.

Rests weight on
hands.

Make noise when
happy.

0-3
Ms.

Hands open,
movements are
symmetrical
generally
smoother

Plays with
fingers, hands
and toes.

Begins cooing
one syllable

Turns head to the
sound.

0-3
Ms.

Raises and
moves head
side to side.

Begins reflexes
(Sucking
grasping,
holding tongue
to roof of
mouth)

Attempts to
mimic sounds.

Responds to speech
by looking at the
speaker.

Starts to
recognize
body parts.

Reacts happily
to familiar
situations.

Begins to
smile and
express
pleasure to
social
interaction.

0-3
Ms.

Jerky arm
movements.

Hold hand in
tight fist.

Communicates
with movements
including crying,
jabbering and
laughing.

Reacts to changes in
tone, pitch, volume
and intonation.

Starts to
focus and
follow
moving
objects and
people.

Enjoys bath
and other
routine
activities.

Shows
excitement
at sound.

Stares at
people when
being fed.

Learns to
feel
comfort
with a
familiar
adult.

Cries to
get help

Preference
of high
contrasts
items.
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DEVELOPMENTAL CHART FOR 0-5 YEARS

Age

Gross motor

Fine motor

LanguageExpressive

4-6
Ms.

Rolling over
and pushing
body
forward.

Starts to reach
for objects.
Closes hand on
dangling ring

Conversations
List listen to
through exchanging Conversation.
sounds, facial
expression and
bodily gestures.

4-6
Ms.

Raise
himself up
on forearms
(while on
tummy) and
hold head up.

Grasp objects
and puts them in
their mouth.

Makes first
consonant sounds.

Can smile at self
in mirror.

Laughs to self while
playing, also
screams with
delight and with
irritation.
Repeats some
sounds involving
vowels and
consonants

4-6
Ms.

Language Receptive

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

Sensory

Starts to respond
to familiar sounds.

Starts to
respond to
familiar
sounds.

Reacts to
discomfort
and pain.

Reacts to
mimic facial
and people.

Laughs
when
tickled.

Makes eye
contact.

Acquires
Starts to anticipate
sounds of native routine events
language.
including
changing, feeding,
and bathing.
* More alert now
and eagerly
watches people in
the room.
Likes to repeat
Recognize their Enjoyable acts.
name and
responds to
* Curious and
name.
interested
environments

4-6
Ms.

Plays with
feet lying on
back. Sits
upright
supported.

Fingers hand in
play

Make sounds other
than crying.
Coos

Repeats some
sounds
involving
vowels and
consonants.

Strugglers to get
Interested in
objects that are out mirror
of reach.
images.

4-6
Ms.

Kick legs
alternately
Will take
weight on
legs when
held. Bounce

.

Starts to make
tuneful sing syllable
sounds i.e. muh
muh.

Responds to
other people’s
expression of
emotion.

Begins to
recognize faces.
*Makes
discoveries of
objects qualities
including the
noise they make
when moving

Shows
affection by
looking,
waving,
kicking and
smiling.
Build trusts
when cries
are
answered.
Forms
attachment to
one object.

Selfhelp

Recognize
parent voice.

Will begin to Laughs when
initiate
tickled
social
interaction.
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AGE

Gross Motor

Fine Motor

6-9
Ms.

Starts
reaching and
pulling up on
furniture.

Grasps and pull
objects towards
themselves.

6-9
Ms.

Sits
unsupported
for a short
period.

6-9
Ms.

Will pull
himself to sit
when hands
are held.
Will lift head
up when
lying on
back.
Lift head up
higher, when
Lying on
tummy rests
weight on
outstretched
arms and flat
palms.

6-9
Ms.

6-9
Ms.

Language
Expressive
Puts together long
series of syllabus.

Language
Receptive
Responds
appropriately to
few specific
words.

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

Sensory

Self help

Forget about the
toys hidden

Hold hands
to be lifted.

Shows
feelings
of security
when held or
talked to.

Touches
breast or
bottle when
be feed.

Pulls food
off spoon
with.

Transfers items
between hands.

Begins repetitive
jabbering
Non-vocal
communication to
express interest.

Turns to where
familiar voice
comes from
Listen to
sounds.

Stares at toys
within reach,
and grabs toys
with both hands
occasionally use
one.

Express
more
Emotions.

Sees almost
good
vision.

Removes
both
socks.

Passes toys from
hand to hand.
Uses raking
grasp.
(not pincer)

Produce gestures to
communicate.

Friendly with
strangers
unless
startled or
familiar
Adult isn’t
there.
Love rough
And tumble
Play.

Will respond
to voices and
gestures.

Explore
objects in
many ways
sucking.

Hold
bottle by
themself

Watches toys
fall.

Will display
discontent
at the loss of
a toy.

“Screens
out,”
sounds not
used in
native
language.

Feed selffinger
foods.

Learn how
things work.

Drive to do
things
themselves.

Recognize
same
melody
played in
different
keys.

Uses
tongues
to move
pureed
foods.

Develops eye
hand
Coordination.

Uses whole
hand to hold
toys Palmar
grasp.

Finds partially
hidden objects.

Laugh to self while
playing, also
screams with
delight and with
irritation
Learns how to take
turns making
sounds in a
conversation.

Vocal increases.
Distinguish
emotions by
voice.
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AGE

Gross Motor

Fine Motor

Language
Expressive

Language
Receptive

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

Sensory

Self help

9-11
Ms.

Rolls along
wriggle and may
crawl.

Bangs objects
such as a rattle on
table.

Babbles away to
self, in
melodically
repetitive
syllables
i.e. Mama Mama

Knows the
meaning of
bye bye and
“no”

Recognizes
names.

Offers toys
to adults, but
only drops
toys into
hand. Cannot
place.

Starts to be
willful and
have tantrums.

Still learns
about objects by
putting them
into mouth.

Seek
comfort
and
reaches
up to be
held when
upset.

9-11
Ms.

Leans forwards
to pick up a toy
easily.

Copies simple
sounds.

Understand
Simple
questions.

Begins to stare
at suspended
objects.

Recognize
family
members.

Interested in
everything.

Splashes in bath
deliberately.

Balance
or bend
myself
and pick
up a toy.

9-11
Ms.

Walks along
when hands are
held.

Starts to master
pincer grasp.
(holds small
objects between
thumb and
forefinger)
Bang two objects
in hands together.

Shouts for
attention, waits,
and repeats.

Usually
understands
“Mama” and
“Dada

Point at books
and pictures.

Copies facial
expression.

Very alert on
walks.

Like to watch
surrounding by
being carried.

Let go of
objects
when
want to.

9-11
Ms.

Pulls to standing
but will not be
able to lower
himself back
down. Falls
down.

Clasps hands
together well.
Play patty cake
(midline skills)

Learning to
communicate
through sounds.

Responds to
simple
commands.

Drops toys
deliberately
but cannot
actually place it
down

Loves peek –
a –boo, and
may join in.

Have favorite
toys.

Watches with
continued
interest for few
minutes.

9-11
Ms.

Sits up
unsupported.

Stack two blocks.

Responds to
her name.

Laughs before
action toys pop
up
remembering

Clingy to
familiar
adults, and
unfriendly to
strangers,

Seek comfort
Reach up to be
held.

Looks through
window and
recognize
familiar people

Put
cereal in
a cup
and pick
it up
from the
cup with
fingers.
Chews
and
swallows
solid
food.
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AGE
12
Ms.

Gross
Motor
Gets to sit
position
without
assistance.

Fine Motor
Uses pincer grasp
well.
*May show
preference for
using left or right
hand. Uses tripod
grasp (thumb,
forefinger and
middle finger)

Language
Expressive
May use few
words. Copies
others.

Language
Receptive
Understand
certain
simple
everyday
words, such
as cup or
teddy.

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

Sensory

Self help

Trial and error
problem
solving.

12
Ms.

Walks
Pokes it index
holding on fingers.
to furniture.

Babbles in
conversational
tones.

Knows own Knows how to
name well. use familiar
objects like a
hairbrush.

Recognize
family
members.

Interested in
everything.

Splashes in bath
deliberately.

Balance or
bend myself
and pick up a
toy.

12
Ms.

Sidesteps
round the
furniture.

Scribbles
spontaneously

Uses most letters
of alphabets, in
vocalisation.

Knows how
to follow
simple
instructions

Copies facial
expression.

Very alert on
wake.

Like to watch
surrounding by
being carried.

Let go of
objects when
want to.

12
Ms.

May standalone. Pulls
self to
standing
from
sitting, and
down
again.

Hold on to
furniture when
walking.

Says dada and
mama for specific
person.

Looks at
correct
Picture
when
image is
named

Loves peek –a
–boo, and may
join in.

Have favorite
toys.

Watches with
continued
interest for few
minutes.

Put cereal in
a cup and
pick it up
from the cup
with fingers.

12
Ms.

May walk
two or
three steps
without
support.

Will use both
hands separately
and independently
from each other

Makes simple
gestures such as
shaking head for
no.

Usually
recognize
the names
of family
members
and objects.

Clingy to
familiar adults,
and unfriendly
to strangers,

Seek comfort
Reach up to be
held.

Looks through
window and
recognize.

Chews and
Swallows
solid food.

Points at objects
put things in
containers.
Takes things out
of containers.

Discriminates
between parents
and others.
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AGE

Gross Motor

Fine Motor

Language
Expressive

Language
Receptive

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

Sensory

Self help

15
Ms.

Falls over
frequently
when
walking.

Uses a very
precise pincher
grasp to pick up
small things.

Will scream to get
something.

Understands
many words.
Obeys
simple
instructions
like give me.

Curious with
new people.

Loves to throw
toys away in
fun.

Likes to stand
and watch going
on outside
windows.

Chews larger
pieces of
food now.
Better
At using a
cup and
spoon.

15
Ms.

Manages
stairs up and
sometimes
down.

If wants something,
will point at it.

Follow
simple
one step
instruction.

Shows a lot of
affection to
family.

Pulls toys
behind
him/her
while
walking.

Really loves
books now and
will pat the
pages while
looking at the
pictures.
Identify hot and
cold sensations.

When
dressing will
help more

15
Ms.

Uses both hands
to hold crayon
using the palmar
grasp. Will
scribble to and
fro.
Put things in and
out of containers.

Short attention
span
Knows how to
use lots of
common
objects. If toys
are hidden, K
will search for
it.
Ability to
search for
hidden object
after it is
covered by
cloth.
Awareness
that objects
continue to
exist in hidden
location even
after the
toddler has left
the location.
Rational
imitationTaking into
account the
models
intention.
Active objectSorting into a
single
category.

Explore a
variety of
textures through
mouth and hand.

Walks up
the stairs
with help.

Feeling the
diaper getting
wet.

Unzip nonseparating
front zipper.

15
Ms.

Gets up from
sitting,
alone.

15
Ms.

Walks alone.

Speaks a few
recognizable words.

Point to one
or three body
parts.

Understand
simple
question
Turn over
container to pour
out contents.

Plays with bricks
and can build
tower of two.

Sounds as though
trying to hold a
conversation
although won’t be
understandable.

Recognize
animal’s
sounds.

Try to sing nursery
rhymes.

Responds to
yes or no
questions
Regarding
wants/needs.

Still needs
constant
reassurance
from adult.

Loves to play
with walk
along toys.

Mischief needs Likes dolls,
continuous
carries them
attention.
round roughly.

Taking off
shoes and
socks.
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AGE

Gross Motor

Fine Motor

18
Ms.

To sit down on
low seat, backs
into it.

Scribbles
backwards and
forwards and does
dots.

Language
Expressive
Can link two
words to form
rudimentary
sentences.

18
Ms.

Walks very well
without needing
arms for
balance.

Hold pencil half
way down using
palmar or tries to
uses fingers and
thumb.
* Points to
pictures in books.

Will chatter away
to self while
playing. Uses
echolalia-i.e.
copies last words
or words of
sentence.

18
Ms.

Runs but not
when things in
the way.

Notice small
objects and
instantly picks up
with pincer grasp.

18
Ms.

Can maneuver
large boxes and
toys.

Build a tower of
four blocks or
more.

Comes
backwards
downstairs or
bumps on
bottom.

Removes shoes
with lace untied.
*Sometimes uses
pencil in each
hand.

18
Ms.

Language
Receptive
Understands
many more
words.

Recognises
and points to
some body
parts.
Gives toys or
familiar
objects to
adult when
asked.
Responds when
Obeys
spoken to. Uses 6- simple
20 words. Speech requests,
improves.
such as
“bring me
your coat”
Uses combination Knows what
of simple words,
“no” means.
inflection and
body language to
get her point
across
Refers to themself
by name.

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

Sensory

Self help

Begun to
realize that
everything has
a name.

Pretend play
includes doll
play and
simple
domestic play.

Sometimes
clingy
sometimes
independent
and
determined.
Still needs
familiar adult
to be close by.
*Can
recognize
distress in
other
beginning of
empathy.
Recognizes
familiar adults
from further
away.

Sense of the
light being on
and off.

Can help to
undress
self but not
dress.

Recognize
different sounds
*Doesn’t suck
on toys any
more.

Can use
cup
without lid
but spills a
little, holds
with both
hands.

Recognize
different tastes
of food sweet or
salty.

Can feed
self with
spoon, but
still plays
with food.

Pays more
attention and
will turn pages
roughly.

Recognize
different type of
smell

Able to put
toys familiar

Loves to carry
large teddy
bear.

Some children
will avoid
messy textures.

Shows sign
of potty
readiness

Does throw
toys but
doesn’t look
where they
land.

Like learning
about different
sized objects

Begins make believe play.
* Pays more
attention and
will turn pages
roughly
Sort objects by
shapes and
color.

Increasingly
enthusiastic
about other
children.

objects
away by
self.
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AGE

Gross Motor

Fine Motor

24
Ms.

Able to
maneuver large
toys with
wheels.

Will carefully
turn the page of
book.
* Six cube

Language
Expressive
Can name wellknown objects.

Language
Receptive
Listens when
spoken to,
and to
others’
conversation.

Talks about
himself by his
name.

Follow
simple
request like
Go and see
who’s
outside.

Have little
conversations
with self. May not
be
understandable.
Uses echolalia all
the time.

Can
understand
more than 50
words.

tower.
24
Ms.

24
Ms.

24
Ms.

24
Ms.

Uses furniture to
climb up high,
and gets down
again by self.
* Love to push
self along a sit n
ride toy.
Can run easily
and round
objects in way.

Loves to pull long
toys on string.
* Better at using
small objects, and
can now place
objects down
gently
Now holds
pencils nearer the
tip and uses tripod
grasp.

Squat to play
and stands up
again without
the needing o
use hands.
Tries to kick a
ball but simply
walks into it.

Scribbles in
circle, back &
forth & dots. Will
copy a line and
occasionally a V.
Spatial awareness
increases.

Recognises and
points to more
body parts. Is
always asking
“What that?”

Knows at
least three
prepositions.
(In, on
under)
Understands
difference
between
One and All.

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

Sensory

Self help

Begins mental
images of
things actions
and concepts.

Parallel playwill plays
beside others
but doesn’t
actually play
with them.
When shown a
photo of
someone
known, will be
able to identify
him or her.

Like dress-up
games.

Will notice fine
points of
pictures.

More ready
for toilet
training.

Wants instant
gratification
of request,
very reluctant
to
compromise.

Have preference
for food
textures.

Likes to copy
when
household
chores are
being done.

Doesn’t
understand yet
about sharing
toys or
attention.
Like to roleplay and
pretend play.

Very
inquisitive, but
doesn’t have
sense of
danger.

Recognize the
direction of
sound.

Can steer a
sit n ride toy.

Like or dislike
messy activities

Can spoonfeed self with
no problems.

Says “mine”
A lot when
others try to
play with his
favorite toys.

Wants a lot of
attention. Very
cling.

Preference to
certain tactile
material.

Drinks from
a cup with no
lids without
spilling.

Matches an
object in hand
or room to a
picture in a
book.
Completes
puzzles with
three or four
pieces.
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AGE

Gross Motor

Fine Motor

Language
Expressive
Sometimes so
impatient to get
words out that
will stutter.

Language
Receptive
Knows
difference
between you,
me and I.

Cognitive

30
Ms.

Kicking and
throwing
improves.

Can build a 7block tower.

30
Ms.

Still puts both
feet on each step
when coming
downstairs.

30
Ms.

Social

Emotional

Sensory

Self help

Begins turns
using both
toys and
words.

Still needs to
be near parent
or caregiver.

Persistently
Drooling.

Small amount
of interactive
play.

Tantrums are
still happening
but are easy to
stop.

Read books that
have touch and
feel features.

Hate to be
restrained.

Disliking people
touching.

Will use
spoon to feed
self properly
and might
use a fork.
When going
to the toilet.
He’ll pull his
pants down,
but needs
help to pull
back up.
Put shortsleeved
garment with
opening.

Hold his pencil
with a better
tripod grasp.

Speech clear
stranger can
understand 75 %
of the time.

Understand
most simple
sentences.

Can now
identify himself a photo.

Walks upstairs
with no
problem.

Will copy a circle
and a flat line.

Now can say at
least 350 words
Use plural-s, ies
at the end of
words.

Loves to pick Parallel play.
out small
details in
pictures in
books.

30
Ms.

Can run really
well.
* Do tiptoes

May also copy a
T and a V.
*Shows a right or
left hand
preference when
drawing.

Always ask “what
Are you doing?”
or “who’s that?
Very inquisitive.

Listen from
distance can
hold 2-3 items
in different
linguistic
context.
*Have
receptive
vocabulary of
500 words.

30
Ms.

Jumps off
bottom step feet
together.

Makes vertical
horizontal circular
strokes with
pencil.

Average sentence
length 2.5 words.

Respond yes
or no to visual
information.

Makes
mechanical
toys work.

Like to play
dress-up and,
act out things
he/she sees
you do.

Will not give
in, and shows
extremes
stubborn
Behavior.

Sometimes
plays with
children, but
not for long
still unwilling
to share.

Objects to
change in
routines.

Put on shoes.
(May be on
wrong feet)

Might be
scared of some
sounds.

Put on short
with opening
in the front.
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AGE

Gross Motor

Fine Motor

3
Yrs.

Can balance
On one foot for
a moment.

3
Yrs.

Very dexterous
on outdoor
equipment.

Able to thread big
beads and built 9
block high towers
and small bridges
with bricks.
Spatial awareness
good.
* Can copy a
circle, a V, T, H
and a cross

Language
Expressive
More inquisitive
questioning.

Language
Receptive
Follows 2-3
step
directions

Now will recite
name, age, and
sex. Numbers up
to 10 but only
able to count 3
objects,

Understands
usage of you,
me, I, him,
she, he and
plurals

Plays well
with others,
during pretend
play.

Will show a
little
Understandin
g of past and
present.

Will now
share.

3
Yrs.

Steers and run
round
obstructions
with ease.
* Will walk on
tiptoes.

Can use scissors.
(Snip)

Have 450 words
And combining
nouns, verbs, and
adjectives.

3
Yrs.

Use the pedals
on trike, and
steers well.

Draws a person
with
2-4 body parts.

Sentences are
completely
understandable
but still sound
childlike.

3
Yrs.

Will throw balls
above head.
Catches
clumsily with
arms or body.

Begins to copy
some capital
letters.

Able to have
simple
conversations
with others.

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

Sensory

Self help

May name all
colors but
sometimes
mixes up blue
and green.

Tidies up well.

Affectionate to
baby
brother/sister.

Knows
difference
between light
and dark.

Use spoon
and fork to
eat.

Can identify
Different smells
in container.

Can now
wash hands,
but unable to
dry hands
properly.

Love helping
with
housework and
other chores.

Can identify
Different
musical
instrument
Sounds.

When going
to the toilet
can manage
by self.

Will play by
self or with
others with
toys on the
floor.

Pretend play is
more dramatic
and
incorporates
made up
objects and
people.

Knows warm
food from
frozen food.

Still requires
help with
buttons,
laces, and
zips. Etc.

Imitates
parents and
friends.

Behavior is on
the whole
better. May be
demonstrative,
warm and
trusting.

Seeing the food
knows if it is
sweet or sour.

Brushes own
hair.
*More able
to last the
whole night
without
wetting.

Likes to paint
but unable to
produce
recognisable
pictures.
Decides what
it is after
painting.
Comprehendi Will draw a
ng
head for a
commands at person.
a 3 word
Sometimes
level and
have other
language of
features.
more
complexity
Understands .
opposites.
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DEVELOPMENTAL CHART FOR 0-5 YEARS

AGE

Gross Motor

Fine Motor

Language
Expressive
Very inquisitive,
always asking
questions such as
‘what does that
mean?”

Language
Receptive
Answers
when asked
whose, who
why, how
many, where
etc.

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

Sensory

Self help

4
Yrs.

Bends down to
Can use scissors
pick up toys
to follow and cut
with leg straight. straight and
curved lines.

May name
about 75% of
capital letters;
can write few
capital letters.
May print own
name and
phone numb.

Now have best
friends. Is
sometimes
hostile and
sometimes
friendly.

Loves vivid
pretend play
and dress-up.

Visual acuity
20/30.

Recognize
common
everyday
sounds.

Now draws
people with
heads, bodies,
legs, and
mostly with
arms and
fingers too.
May decide
what
drawing/painti
ng is before
it’s done.
* Can count 4
or 5 objects
Complex play
on the carpet
with toys
* Loves to
hear jokes
Identify some
objects by use.
Understands
About past,
present and
future

Argues more
constructively.

More selfsufficient.
Very willful.

Some children
fear dark but
usually light
Left on in the
hall is helpful.

Able to get
dressed &
undressed by
self
Can manage
buttons,
zippers and
snaps
Completely.
Can now
brush teeth,
wash hands
and dry
hands.

4
Yrs.

Can use ladders
and will climb
up trees.
*

Fold paper in half,
making sure the
edges meet.

4
Yrs.

Can do:
Walking,
Running,
Balancing
Climbing
Jumping

Copies X, T, H, V
and O

Like long stories
now, also tells
stories.
Occasionally
mistakes reality
with imaginings.

Carry series
of two
commands.

4
Yrs.

Avoids
obstacles and
ride bikes.

Small beads on
string.

Grammar is now
correct.

Understand
concepts of
time such as
now, soon
later.

4
Yrs.

Stops and
moves around
obstacles.

Becomes more
accurate at hitting
nails.

Can recite up to
20 Numbers.

Takes care of
own toileting
needs; often
demand
privacy in
the
bathroom.
Can fold
clean clothes
hang up
towel?
Takes turn and
shares.

Use humour
more in play,
Conversation.

Straighten
room.
Expertly uses
fork and
spoon when
eating.
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AGE

Gross Motor

Fine Motor

Language
Expressive
Complete
sentences with
minor
grammatical
errors are
common.
Is increasingly
articulate.

Language
Receptive
Link past to
present events.

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

5
Yrs.

Dances using
detailed moves
according to the
rhyme.

Cuts shapes with
scissors

5
Yrs.

Can now play
all sorts of ball
games
competently.

Excellent
handling of pens
& pencils.

5
Yrs.

Balance
improved
considerably.
* Softly runs on
tiptoes. Skips.

5
Yrs.

Can now
balance on
either foot easily
for about 10
seconds. Hops
for longer.

More detailed
drawings and
painting
including
surroundings.

Cooperative
play, role-play.

Sense of humor
greatly
increasing.

Will tidy up
but usually
needs
prompting.

Understanding
of concepts
related to
number.

Classification
and reasoning
ability
developed.

Shares and
takes turns.

In pretend play,
will carry on
stories to the
next day.

Can now get
dressed and
undressed by
self.

Uses scissors with
thumb
And two
forefingers.

Only confuses the
letter S with TH,
or F with TH
now.

Understanding
of order of
daily routines.

Defends self
and
possessions
Verbally.

Affectionate
towards others.

Can wash
own face and
hands and
dry too.

Eats with spoon
and fork.
* Skilled at
coloring in.

Adapt language to
the listener’s level
of understanding.

Follow two
unrelated
directions.

Speaks with
complete
structured
sentences.

Uses
illustrations to
guess what the
text says.

Can now draw
figures with
detailed
features,
including
head, body,
arm, legs, and
face.
Understand the
concept of
whole, cause
and effect,
counts things
and
Memorize
things.
Great at
jigsaws.

5
Yrs.

Able to walk
Turns
along a thin line. single page in
book.

Uses role play
with or
without props
* Have one or
two special
playmates.

Leave parents
with no fuss.

Sensory

Self help

Completely
independent
when
toileting.

Identifies and
labels own
feelings.

Completes
given tasks.
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